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lies near themiddlebut happens to be a pointwithlow probabilityfunction.But ifthe parameterspace
consistsof a singlepoint, Birnbaum's principleM would requirethat the two points x and x' would
have the same evidentialmeaning.This suggeststhat in significancetestingsituationsthe likelihood
principlefails to apply, whichis, of course,what many statisticiansthink.

4.

MINIMAL

EXPERIMENTS

Kalbfleisch'sconcept of a minimalexperimentis highlysuggestive.While, perhaps necessarily,it
remains a little vague, it points towards a deep-lyingnotion in the philosophyof natural science in
general,and ofstatisticalinferencein particular.This is the notionofa repeatable experiment(Fisher,
1966, Chapter 2, ? 7): 'In orderto assert that a natural phenomenonis experimentallydemonstrable
we need, not an isolated record,but a reliablemethodof procedure... etc.)'. What, minimally,must
be repeated is a minimalexperimentin Kalbfleisch'ssense.

5. APPLICABILITY

OF BIRNBAUM's

CONCLUSIONS

Althoughthese considerationsmay be taken as ways of avoiding the unpleasant consequence of
the likelihoodprinciple,and although the presentwriterdoes not subscribeto the general validity
of this principle,it should perhaps be said that in those cases where Birnbaum's model really does
apply, where there is no penumbra to the parameterspace, where there is no ambiguityabout the
definitionof the sample space and whereBirnbaum'sprincipleM applies, thenthe likelihoodprinciple
does appear to the presentwriterto be applicable. The growingpractice,among geneticistsand highenergy physicists,of reportingthe likelihood functionor its equivalents, for example, the score
function,in cases of this kind, suggeststhat the principleaccords with their intuitionalso, in such
cases. It may be noted that conditionalityargumentsof the kind discussedin ? 1 above are consistent
withthe likelihoodprinciple;the set of observations(xl, ..., x") and the equivalent singleobservation
x give the same likelihoodfunction,thoughthe sample spaces are different.
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By OLE BARNDORFF-NIELSEN
DepartmentofTheoreticalStatistics,Aarhus University
The concept of experimentalancillariesis interesting,but Kalbfleisch(1975) has, in my view, not
produced convincingreasonsforbeingunable eitherto applyS beforeCE, or to apply CMbeforeS. I am
inclinedto thinkthat such reasonsofprinciplecannot be foundand that the resolutionofthe dilemma
raised by Birnbaum's theoremlies, not in prescribingsome fixedsequence of modifiedversionsof C
and S, but in acceptingthat statisticalanalyses, in general,will not and cannot lead to unequivocal
conclusions,and, in particular,that various applications,to the same model and data, of the procedures of marginingto a sufficient
statisticor of conditioningon an ancillarystatisticmay lead to
different
views on the chance mechanism.
It is to be expected that reasoningfromdifferentangles about a subject matter on the basis of
incompleteinformationwill resultin differing
answers.Ambiguityof this kind is a difficultbut not
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prohibitivefeature of scientificinvestigations. For instance, there is nothing fatally paradoxical
about the general lack of nonuniqueness of maximal ancillaries, as has recentlybeen stressed by
Barnard (1974).
Now, Birnbaum's resultmay be paraphrased as saying that if it is requiredthat application of the
and conditionalitynever leads to conflicting,or nonequivalent,conclusionsthen
ideas of sufficiency
these conclusionshave to obey the likelihoodprinciple.But, on the above viewpoint,it is not reasonable to impose such a requirement,and Birnbaum's theoremmay be taken as showingthat sufficiency
and conditionalitydo not satisfythe requirement.
Even if Kalbfleisch's proposal to start by applying CE is not considered cogent, the distinction
between experimentaland mathematical ancillaries is likely to be useful. On the matter of which
ancillariesare to be taken as experimental,I wonderwhat Kalbfleisch'sattitudewould be to Example
1 if our knowledgeof the random mechanismimplied that f(x) had to be of the form(1), or to the
firstpart of Example 2 if,similarly,it was knownthat the regressionwas linear with normal errors.
Would this knowledgechange the ancillariesin question frommathematicalto experimental?
It may be illuminatingto considerthe furtherexample of the two-by-twotable, Table 1 (a), obtained by classifyinga random sample of n individuals accordingto phenotypeat two diallelic loci
with dominance. Assumingthat the population sampled is the offspringof a population consisting
entirelyof double heterozygotesof trans-type,and that therehas been randomunion of gametes and
no selection,the correspondingtable of probabilitiesis that of Table 1 (b), where the parameter 7.
is the product of the recombinationfrequenciesformales and females.
The statisticsxl and x., are maximal ancillaries,but are they mathematicalor experimental,or is
this a case whichwe have to leave undecided?
Table 1. Two by twotables
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The chance mechanismunder study is the recombinationprocess, and it may be argued that the
ancillarieshave come about throughthe design of the experimentand that x1.and x.l are therefore
experimentalancillaries. Provided xl and x.1are consideredexperimental,then we have here a clear
cut instance of nonuniquenessof maximal experimentalancillaries,with nothingto choose between
xl1and x.l. And the indicationis that ifan unequivocal answerof the statisticalanalysis is, unreasonably, demanded then one is, in effect,forcedto obey the likelihoodprinciple.
statisticforthe originalmodel is obtained by adding
It may be noted that the minimalsufficient
x12 and x21,and afterthis reductionthereseems to exist no ancillaries.
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As one who is inclinedto use conditionalinferencewith standard statisticalmethods,relyingon
partly ad hoc considerationsof familiarityand simplicityin the face of theoreticalpuzzles, in the
spirit of Cox (1971), I findKalbfleisch's (1975) proposed modifiedconditionalityconcept interesting
and potentiallyuseful,but unsatisfactoryin respectswhichwill be explained below.
* Present address: Department of Mathematics,The City University,London.

